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The Cotton Ball held here Friday
night was a huge success. Miss Frances
Young of Anniston, Alabama was
crowned Queen of the Cotton Ball;
Lieutenant Governor Sheppard performing the coronation ceremony. Miss
Young was selected from scores of
the Southland's most beautiful and
charming daughters as being the prettiest as well as having the most original
and attractive cotton costume at he
fete. There were many prominent invited guests present from whom the
judges who selected the winner were
named. Many telegrams and letters
were received from statesmen and
cotton manufacturing executives complimenting Clemson College on this novel
but very effective way of boosting the
widespread usage of cotton.
Below
is a telegram from Senator E. D.
Smith, and following it are excerpts
from the letters of some of the leading
textile men of the South.
"Congratulations to Clemson College
in emphasizing the beauty and utility
of cotton as a wearing apparel. It is
king of all fabrics the most democratic
fabric in the world. It can becomingly
clothe a queen and is easily available
for the comfort of a laborer. It
adapts itself to every use to which
a textile may be put from the gowns
that will clothe the beauties on the
ball room floor tonight to the covering
of agricultural products such as R. J.
Cheatem a son of Clemson College
has made possible in his work in the
cotton division of the Department of
Agriculture. May your ball start the
ball to rolling."
From B. E. Geer, Treasurer, Judson
Mills, Greenville, S. C.
"Anything that would bring to the
attention of our own people the advisability and even the necessity of those
people who live in the cotton belt to
support the cotton farmer by do'ng
everything possible to encourage the increased use of cotton for all purposes
is a movement that should be approved."
From M. P. Orr, President Orr Cotton
Mills, Anderson, S. C.:
"The movement that has been set
on foot to popularize cotton has the
hearty approval, of course, of all cotton mills, and I think the public
generally, as we in the South are almost entirely dependent on cotton mills
and cotton farmers for our living."
From H. A. Ligon, Spartanburg, S. C.:
"I think this is a very excellent
movement and I hope it will not only
benefit the planters of cotton in our
state but will also benefit the textile
mills. You are to be congratulated
on sponsoring a movement of this
kind."
From David Clark, Editor Southern
Textile Bulletin:
"We are very much interested in
the movement to increase the use of
cotton fabrics and will give publicity
in this week's issue to the Cotton Ball
at Clemson College."
From W. S. Nickolson,
President
Union-BuffVdo Mills Company:
"I commend the inspiration of this
event and wish you much success with
it."
The Senior Dancing Club and the

The old John C. Calhoun home,
situated just south of the administration building, is now open to the public
free of charge. The will of Thomas
G. Clemson, founder of Clemson College, provided that three rooms of the
old mansion be furnished with its
original furniture and be opened as a
shrine to the public. The will provided also that a member of the faculty
might live in the old home as a caretaker if necessary. However, the Board
of Trustees. of Clemson College has
decided to have the house vacant and
have a caretaker live nearby. Miss
Ida Calhoun, a grand niece of John
C. Calhoun, is the caretaker at present,
and welcomes visitors during the week
from ten to twelve in the mornings
and from two to four in the afternoons and on Sundays from two-thirty
to four-fifteen.
As funds become available, the
Board of Trustees is endeavoring to
restore the original outward appearance of the grunds and Prof. C. C.
Newman of the Horticultural Department, has already begun the landscaping by setting a hedge of Arbor
Vitae around Mrs. Calhoun's old flower
garden with the intention of restoring
it to its original beauty.
The three ground floor rooms have
been furnished with the original Calhoun-Clemson furniture. In the bedroom is a combination wardwrobe and
dresser which Mrs. Calhoun, herself,
designed and had made for her daughter Mrs. Clemson. In the living room
is a piano which was one of the first
to be imported from London to this
country. There is also a cape of otter
skin which was presented to John C.
Calhoun by a famous Indian chief. The
sofa with eagles carved on the back
was on,ce a part of the furniture at
Mt. Vernon. It came into Mr. Clemson's possession by way of his oldest
sister who married a nephew of George
Washington. The eagles are suppsed
to be the pattern for the eagles on the
first gold coins that were minted in
this country. Then there is the red
plush easy-chair which was given to
Mr. Clemson by King Leopold of
Belgium while Mr. Clemson was ambassador to that country.

Decoration Committee are to be congratulated upon to the excellent way
in which they "put the dance over."
The bare gym floor was transformed
into a veritable fairyland surrounded
with snowy cotton, picturesque bagging
evergreen foliage and silhouettes of
cotton field scenes; overhead, in the
center of an enormous cotton boll, a
huge glittering crystal ball slowly rotated spattering splashes of light over
the dancers. The Jungaleers rendered
noble service, producing an effusion of
red hot syncopation.
Immediately preceding the coronation,
a Grand March was held from which
all girls not wearing cotton ensembles
were excluded. Following the march,
Dr. Daniel introduced
Lieutenant
Governor Sheppard who performed the
ceremony.

With Graham Jackson and his Seminole Syncapators furnishing the rhythm,
the Athletic Ball on Friday night,
March 20, promises to be one of the
best of the season. The Syncapators
furnished the music for the Cotillion
Club dance in La Grange/Georgia last
Saturday night and for the S. A. E.
dance at the Piedmont Driving Club
in Atlanta Monday night. They also
have the contract to play in Louisville
at the Kentucky Derby dance, which
is the annual event following the Kentucky Derby, and have played for
various Night Clubs in Chicago during the past year. It is a thirteen
piece colored orchestra and is rated
high; so everyone who intends to
go may look forward to a glorious
evening.
Invitations to be sent out to prospective high school athletes throughout the state will be ready soon, and
since the date is only a week and a
half off, arrangements for sending bids
to the fair ones should also be made
just as soon as possible. •
This dance is to be sponsored by the
Block C Club, and the club expresses
the hope that the cooperation of the
cadets will make it the biggest success
of the year.

INTERESTING MOUNTS
IN ARTEXHIBIT HERE
The rudiments of applied art, personifying the extremes of portrayal,
both decorative and alluring, are being made known to the public of, and
around Clemson, in the exhibit of
several hundred commercial paintings
and prints loaned for the occasion by
The School of Fine and Applied Arts
of New York, to the local Minaret
Club. Varying from life in the Bronx
Zoo, to A Study of Church services
in France, these paintings offer the
very latest ideas of advertising design
and reproductive print.
Through the entire 18th and 19th
century, the motif, draperies, and customs predominating are adeptly shown
by these young artists, many of which
are either first or second year students.
It is only after viewing these productions that one is really able to appreciate the elements of the art of commercial or industrial painting that constitute the basis of business stimulant;
advertising. (Barnum's style excluded).
From the home, we are carried the
design of the more fashionable shop,
and are able to view the original paintings, from which are printed the latest
vogues in feminine apparel. As usual,
the tastes of Milady must Tie, to say
the least flattering, and be filled with
every possible charm, so that the sincere thought and effort shown in this
group, making them magnificent specimans of ambitious zeal.
We find also in this collection, the
ancient Assyrian seals and engravings
readopted for modern needs, and gracing the exteriors of playing cards. This
is perhaps endangering the social prestige, not to mention the physical condition of some industrious students of

Clemson and eight or ten other
j South Carolina colleges have definitely
decided to hold a model assembly of
the League of Nations. Such model
assemblies have already been held in
colleges of the North and East, but
this will be the first held in South
Caorlina. The one held March 6, in
which thirty colleges participated, is the
largest so far.
The purpose of the assemblies is to
awaken the people, especially college
students, to the fact that the League
of Nations is a red-blooded reality;
that it has vital questions to answer,
real work to do, and that it has already accomplished something in the
world's history. The meetings will
not consist of arguments as to whether
the United States should enter the
League, but will be a discussion of
problems that actually comes before the
assembly in Geneva. The question of
the entrance of the United States will
not be discussed because it is no longer
debated on the assembly floor.
The model Assembly will have a
set program and each delegation will
represent some foreign country throughout the meeting. After the meeting
the speeches will be condensed and a
copy of the findings of the general
opinion will be mailed to all the colleges.
As the assembly will be composed
of women's colleges as well as men's
the attraction of the meeting will be
greatly enhanced, and there is every
possibility of some good arguments. It
has not yet been decided just what
nation Clemson will represent, but with
Clemson representing Germany, Furman representing France, and Winthrop
standing by as the English referee,
there would be a most furious word
battle.
Any Clemson student is eligible to
I participate in the preliminary trials
1
from which the delegates will be chosen
Further announcements will be made
soon.

Assyrian and Grecian
mythology,
should he allow his mind to drift to
this subject while the partner in endeavoring to prevent a large contract,
but any violence which occurred in that
case could not be laid to the door of
Art.
A scattering of floor plans, occasional
furniture, and futuristic room decorations complete the domestic reproductions.
A word must be said for the excellent work in the lines of food and
domestic presentation.
Very lifelike
and enticing articles of these two domestic pursuits and pastimes hold an
important place in the exhibit, all of
which help to show the inside of the
advertising art, and the value of such
study, in the lines of practical application of an artist's creative instinct.
The Minaret Club is to be congratulated on this display, as well as the
many others the public has had access
to, and is urged to continue the most
beneficial and educating practice of
presenting to the public, Art in it's
various and 3undry forms.

The rifle team completed the Fourth
Corps Area match last week, and was
notified a few days ago that it had
placed second. The score of the Tiger
team was 3558, beaten only by Georgia
Tech with a score of 3618. The University of Tennessee placed third with
a tally of 3557.
These three teams will represent the
Senior Southern Division of the Fourth
Corps Area in the National Rifle
Matches. The improvement shown by
the Bengals since the beginning of the
season gives rise to high hopes of
winning the national title. The team
is given a wide allowance as to which
targets will count in this match and
Clemson is certain to place high.
The entire team will take part in
this match, and the ten high scores
for each position will be used in the
final score for the national match.
This will cause keener rivalry than,
ever on the range.
The Tigers' latest honor has not
lessened their eagerness for a shoulder
to shoulder match, and it is very probable that several will be arranged in
the near future. At present Captain
Kron provides most of the competition
for the aspiring sharpshooters, with
the final counts usually being in his
favor; although the balance occasionally falls in the opposite direction.

DISGARDED MAIL POUCH
IS CLUE TO ROBBERY
■

1

Mail Pouch Found Near Pineville, N. C. Is Identified As
One Taken from Clemson
No trace of the two unmasked men
who robbed the Clemson College Post
Office on Tuesday of last week, has
beon discovered, except an empty mail
; pouch they discarded near Pineville,
I N. C. The pair had been in this
I vicinity through the weekend preceding the robbery, obstensibly to look
over the situation. They tried to avert
suspicion by interviewing Dr. R. N.
Brackett, professing to be interested in
soil analysis. One of them visited the
post office complaining that he had lost
a money order.
The robbers entered the rear door
of the building about the time the
morning mail was due. One of the
two clerks, who were on duty with
Postmaster Goodman, was ordered to
close the delivery windows. Then both
were compelled to lie on the floor,
and Mr. Goodman with a p'stol at his
side, was forced to open the safe. After
rifling the safe of a small amount of
cash and several thousand dollars worth
of stamps, they escaped through the
front door.
Mrs. R. W. Hamilton who was
sitting in her car in front of the building followed the robber-car but lost
it on the Greenville highway.
Postal Inspector G. McGregor of
Greenville, having been summoned on
the date of the robbery, is in charge
of the investigation.
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the juniors and seniors having to stop
school because of financial reasons,
by far the larger percentage comes
from the non-R. O. T. C. students.
If the majority of student opinion
is against military training, why is it
that applications for entrance to Clem'HE ROAliS FOB CliEMSON"
son and the Citadel, South Carolina's
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college two distinguished military colleges, are
increasing every year?
The student
Bession, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
evidently goes to these schools by
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, choice, because there are many other
South Carolina.
non-military schools that would otherwise interest him.
So far, most of the military schools
have had very little to say in this
EDITORIAL STAFF
matter. Perhaps they detest this group
J. E. BAKER
Editor-in-Chief
of pacifist extremists, but wouldn't the
F. E. JOHNSTONE
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best policy be for all to take part in the
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:
Managing Editor
controversy and settle the disagreeable
E. R. KELLEY
Athletic Editor
matter for once and for all?
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Campus Editor
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EDITORIAL
THE COTTON BALL
The Cotton Ball at Clemson has come and gone, but other
cotton balls are being planned and advertised at various places
all over the,South. Clemson has started something, which
because of its real worth has spread rapidly. It was not the
act but the motive—a sincere effort to reestablish on a firm
foundation the South's leading industry—which gave the Cotton Ball such a great amount of publicity and popularity.
This ingenious idea, originated and carried out by the
senior class of Clemson, tomorrow's business and professional
men, shows that these young men have realized the seriousness
of the existing financial depression, and are both willing and
ready to do their share towards bettering conditions. The
whole-hearted cooperation of the young ladies in carrying out
their part of the program shows that they too are ready to
help enthrone King Cotton once again; and consequently, to
do much to restore at least fairly prosperous times to the South.
THE MILITARY SITUATION
The fight as to whether or not the
United States shall abolish military
training in our schools is not one
that has recently been started, but
one that had its beginning several
years ago. At first the group of pacifists were hardly recognized, but, under
the influence of their leaders, they have
continued to work with- the result
that the quesion is daily becoming one
of major importance.

dual judgment and initiative find so
large a field for their exercise as in
m'ilitary training. In busin*«s tod»"
is is necessary for all the leaders and
workers to practice the fundamental
features of military training, which
are qualities of leadership, quick thinking, obedience, and precision.
Is it
not better to learn these things in
school than to pay a dear price for
them in later life?

Military training does not idealize
For a time the fight has been carried war. Just as the c'ty police are at
on mainly through -various
college the service of the residents for their
newspapers, and on February 28 a protection, so is the army related to
delegation of forty-five student leaders our country. The army fights to reappeared
in Washington
led by store peace and only at the command
Nathaniel Weyl, of C61umb;a Univer- of the governing body of the country.
sity, to present a petition: of ten thousIs the majority of student opinion
ant students in an effort to have com- opposed to military training?
Again
pulsory military training abolished in the answer is no. This is evident by
schools.
This delegation represented the number of students enrolled in the
ten colleges and universities, all of advanced R. O. T. C. courses. Two
which are either non-military or else years of military training are required
have the R. O.- T. C. as optional train- of each student physically able. Do the
ing. Their petition consisted of three students drop the course at the end of
chief objections to military training the two year period ? No. They are
which were as follows:
(1) military in every case more anxious to contraining teaches doctrines contrary to tinue than ever. The course in military
the best principles of American people, training is recognized as one that
(2) military training idealizes war and teaches principles that are hard to get
is inconsistent with the Kel'og treaty, in any other course and as one of
and (3) that the majority of student interest.
opinion is opposed to military training.
The government
is not
spending
To any broad-minded person this money recklessly when it makes approwill at once appear as ah important priations for military training in schools
request based on the flimsiest of rea- This pay means much to the Clemson
sons.
Does military training teacn student body as a whole; for many it
doctrines contrary to the principles of is the weight that causes the balance
:
American people?
No.: There is no to swing in the right d rection when
line of human activity in which indivi- their college careers are at stake. Of

E>Y GREEN

"At last something new in college
rackets comes to our attention.
At
Colorado, you can be 'nsured against
being called upon in class. Rates vary
with professors. Should a student who
is insured be called upon, he receives
double his premium.
This sort of
puts a premium on either laziness or
modesty."—Tech Technique.
"At Dartmouth, Robert Frost, the
poet, was giving a course in poetry.
The authorities insisted that he give
a final examination.
Frost didn't care to, but, as he was
under orders, he went to the blackboard, and wrote, "Do the things that
you think will please me most. Some
students composed
original poems,
others wrote critical essays;
some
praised the professor.
One student
taking the professor at h:s word, simply got up and walked out."—The Highland Echo.
Here's what we've been waiting for,
fellows. In perusing a recent copy of
The Gamecock we ran across the following spicy morsel, "Keep anything
long enough and it will come back
in style." While written largely from
the feminine point of view, we feel
that there is some little concern therein for the masculine populace.
And
for that very same reason we suggest that you hang onto that pair
of "gun-barrel" trousers that came
with your first suit. Remember them?
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The recent necessity for finding entertainment for the largest crowd of
girls who have visited Clemson this
year brought to the front again the
fact that it is the ladies of the Clemson campus who make dances and
other social events possible. We have
no hostess-home nor any other means
of accomodating our lady guests. The
majority of the homes on the campus
are opened to totally strange girls who
have as their only requirement that they
be guests of cadets.
After having talked with many of
the ladies who act as hostesses to these
guests, we find that in far more cases
than is complimentary to the student
body the sudents fail to manifest even
the
slightest courtesy toward these
ladies. One lady tells of an occasion
when she waited supper of her entire
family until after nine o'clock at night
in order that the expected guests of
two cadets might have a hot meal. The
girls never came, and the cadets never
notified the hostess. No apologies were
ever offered. Still this lady was kind
enough to entertain two girls for the
last dance.
Frequently, students are not overly
particular in their selection of guests.
They fail to realize that they are calling upon someone to entertain this
guest in a private home. Often, the
girls fail to pay any respect whatsoever
to their hostesses.
Such conditions make it extremely
hard for the reception committees to
find entertainment for the girls and
exceedingly difficult for the ladies who
are really justified in refusing to accomodate any more strangers.
The Charlotte
Observer
recently
carried the information that an overheated room at Queen-Chicora college
resulted in a fire. Insurance companies need never worry over such
agents causing any blazes here, for
students here are almost forced to use
spare blankets to prevent their radiators from freezing. Some of the less
scrupulous seniors have threatened to
steal these miniature heaters to be
used as watch charms.

The Winthrop College student body
"I'd walk a mile for a Camel," admitted the aviator as his plane ground- observed Washington's birthday Moned in the Sahara Desert." The Game- day, the girls being given an extended
week-end from Saturday morning until
cock.
Monday night. The fact that George
Washington was born on February 22
The subject of military training in
means absolutely nothing in the young
our colleges and universities is one of
lives of our Winthropian sisters; they
increasing magnitude. The past week
insist upon having
a holiday
even
found no less than two of our college
though it may have to be postponed
weeklies taking "slams" at our military- system of training in colleges and
universities. The Virginia Tech of V.
versities that do not offer this trainP. I. has the following to say about
ing? Is the number of students who
the. problem: "The non-military stutake military training decreasing at
dents enjoy these
privileges.
They
other ' schools?
W". know that the
have no formations, no calHo-quarters,
answer at Clemson is emphatically No,
and they do not receive demerits which
because the number of students applywill affect their scholastic records. The
ing for entrance to Clemson this
non-military students are
increasing
year was greater than that of last
greatly in number here: they are going
year. Is it so easy to forget the state
to increase more in the future; and
of military affairs at the beginning of
if the military group does not want
the last war? Is it that the modern
to become more than a mere figurecollegians goes to college to be enterhead in the next decade, it will have
tained, or does he go to better preto offer more than just discipline to
pare himself to give and take the
the prospective student." This extract
orders in life? All of these quest:ons
suggests a number of questions to the
point to the reason or reasons behind
students at Clemson, which is a disj this abolishment of military training
tinguished military college. Is discipi argument.
It might be due to the
line the only thing that military train' struggle to preserve the "school girl
ing offers? We wonder what course
i complexion," or to a nvsconception of
they have at V. P. I. besides the R.
the purpose and value of military
O. T. C. that pays its students in cash.
training, or to personal prejudices.
Tt is so
distasteful
to
comply with the military requirements, Think it over, fellows
which are the very grounds of obedi
ience? Can you think of any activiFirst Boy (showing his friend over
ties for which credits are given that
It's
gives anything ilke the amount of phy- the house) : "See that picture?
sical and mental cooperation that mili- handpainted."
Second Boy: Well, what about it?
tary training affords. Is any one forced to attend a' military college, when So's our chicken house."—The Johnthere are so many colleges "and uni- sonian.

until sometime in July or August. Of
course, we're not kicking or complaining about that.
Oh, no; we can't
afford to.
Why, we get Christmas
holidays ourselves.
After reading the above paragraph,
Colonel Munson; perhaps, will cease
wondering why some two hundred cadets were "busted" for Absent Taps
and A. W. O. L. in the check-up
last week-end.
Chief Allison, local sleuth and nightwatchman, is still diligently searching
for clues as to the whereabouts of the
"daylight post office bandits." He has
already unearthed some valuable information as to the type of automobile
tire used on the bandit's car.
After
locating the car tracks and carefully
measuring their width, he has advanced the theory that the "unmasked
marvels" were traveling in a large,
high-powered automobile.
Which, if
we stop to consider, is a very logical
and sensible conclusion to draw.

In voting on the question of male
guests' being invited to the JuniorSenior Reception this year, Winthrop
girls found that there was at least
one young lady among them who was
strictly anti-male. Nor did this unusual
girl fail to voice her objections in
perfectly plain English.
"If Juniors
and Seniors are allowed to invite boys,
there is certain to be trouble," she
stated, "for we all know what kind
of boys they will ask."—We hope none
of the prospective "invitees" feel hurt.
Practically all the seniors are now
trying to determine to just what faculty members they may refer their
prospective employer and expect to
receive a good recommendation. We
wonder just how many boys would
be willing to have these employers
know the candid opinion of some of
their fellow students. In our opinion,
there are a good number of boys who
would hesitate considerably before asking some of their classmates to give
their full knowledge of their character,
personality, and ability. Perhaps these
had best trust professors who know
less of the truth.
Cotton was not the only product of
the field that was featured at the last
dance. It seemed as if a by-product
of a certain food crop that is prominent in this section received almost as
much attention as "King Cotton."

CAMPUS NOTES
Mrs. George Klugh of Atlanta, Ga.
and Mrs. John Smithers of Huntsville,
Texas.guests of Mrs. J. G. Gee, were
honor guests at a br'dge party Tuesday afternoon: at which Mrs. J. D.
Harcombe was hostess.
Mrs. H. H. Willis held high score.
Mrs. Klugh and Mrs. Smi.hers were
presented with gifts. In the late afternoon a salad course was served.
A compliment to Mrs. Klugh and
Mrs. Smithers was the luncheon at
which Mrs. H. C. Brearly was hostess Wednesday.
Mrs. W. B. Aull entertained the
Tuesday Morning Bridge club this
week; Mrs. F. H. Clinkscales entertained the Wednesday Morning Bridge
club. Other club hostesses during the
week were Mrs. R. F. Smith for the
Wednesday Afternoon Book club and
Miss Elizabeth Munson for the Thursday Afternoon Bridge club.
Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff was hostess ,
to a number of friends Tuesday evening at a swimming party given at
the Y. M. C. A. building.
(Continued on page five)
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SWIMMING SCHEDULE

VESPER SERVICE
Vesper Services were held in the
"Y" auditorium Sunday evening, March
7 with Mr. Jim Hardwick of Atlanta
as the speaker.
The service was opened with several
songs and a prayer by Mr. Holtzendorff. Mr. Holtzendorff then introduced the speaker, who has had a wide
experience with college work.
Mr.
Hardwick is a graduate of V. P. I.
and is very much interested in student
activities.
Mr. Hardwick spoke on the subject "This Day of Standards."
He
showed how the tendency was for
people to stick to standards, to get
alike. He said, "The bigest thing one
can get from college is a vision to
make him want to live, to forget everything, to give way to the finer- things
and to reveal his natural self."
The talk was followed by a song
' and then Mr. Hardwick dismissed the
' meeting by a short prayer.
• News' and Travel Reels -were shown
before 'and after the services.
Mr. Jim Hardwick, who has been
" in' student work in the South for trie
'! past ten years, spoke at a joint meet' ihg.of the 'Councils in 'the Club room
at the -Y • Saturday night.
During his talk Mr.
Hardwick
brought' the following topics "to the
attention of 'the Council members: The
'■ 'tendency to be over-technical in schools
of this type; the chances 'of 'falling
into a rut, from which it is hard to
climb, the necessity of sharing the finer
things in life with your fellow classmates ; and the importance of reaching the most influential men on the
campus. Mr. Hardwick brought out
clear!'I illustrations for each of his
topics.
NOTICE
A: delegation of girls from G. W. C.
will conduct Vesper services Sunday
nightj March 15. Everyone is invited
to ajtend.

At

Clemson,
Tuesday
March 11
University of Ga. vs Clemson
At Emory
University March
13—
Emory University vs Clemson
At Athens, Ga., Saturday, March 14—
University of Ga. YS Clemson
Southern Conference Meet in Atlanta,
March 27-28
EVENTS
SO yd—100 yd.—220 yd—150 yd.
backstroke—200 yd. breaststroke
200yd relay—Diving—440 yd. and Medley relay.

It's a treat. Just the dish to satisfy that
touch of bedtime hunger. And so easy to
digest, you'll sleep like a log.
Kellogg's Corn Flakes are delicious for
breakfast, lunch, any time and anywhere.
Ask for them at your fraternity eating house
or the college dining-hall.

BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
D Co. won over F Co, Monday—Curry
starring
. .
L Co. licked A Co. Tuesday—Simmons
starring
H Co. came back to win over K Co.
in a spirited finish Wednesday.
E Co. won from C Co. in a rough and
. tumble affair Thursday

Ten reasons why I swear.
1. It pleases my mother'so much
2. It is" a mark "of manliness
3. It proves I" have self-control
4. It indicates' how clearly my'mind
operates
5.' It makes' my conversation so
pleasing to everyone
' 6. It leaves no' doubt in anybody's
mind as to my good breeding
7. It impresses people that I have
more than ordinary education
8. It is an unmistakable sign of
culture and refinement
9. It makes me a very desirable
personality among women and chil 're 1
and respectable society
10. It is my way of honoris God
who said: "Thou shalt not take the
name of the Lord thy God in vain."
—From the Hi-Y club, Lyn, Mass

To every man there openeth
A way, and ways, and a way,
And the high souls climb the highway,
And the low soul grope the low,
And in between, on the misty flats,
The rest drift to and fro;
But to every man there openeth
A high way and a low
And every man decide|h
The way his soul shall go.

I SOPHOMORE COUNCIL '
The Sophomore Council held its regular meeting Tuesday, March 3, at seven
o'clock. The greater part of the meeting
was I spent in choosing the delegates
which were sent to represent the
council at the student meeting • at
Cokeir College on the week-end of the
severith.
MK Holtzenorff met with the council
and Jmade some good suggestions in
Wonderful Pal, I'm so glad just to
regaid to
the
council
work. The
know you,
meetlngwas closed with
prayer
by
Just to be near you as time speeds
Mr.Holtzendorff.
along;
Wonderful Pal, I never could show
FRESHMAN COUNCIL
you
How you have changed all my worries
Thursday night at 7 o'clock Rev.
to song;
Crouch met with the Freshman Coun- You are so true, understanding and
cil, and since he had to leave early
loyal,
he started on his talk immediately. The I can't forget you, and I never shall.
talk was about the evolution of the Giver of cheer to me
New Testament
from the time
of Stay always near to me
Christ to the present day. Rev. Crouch For you are so dear to me,
showed us that the Bible came into Wonderful Pal.
being through the experiences of ordinary men in, a ordinary way, and that
PICTURE SCHEDULE
there is nothing super-natural about it.
March
12 and 13 —"Hells Angels"
After Rev. Crouch left,
a short
March 14—"Sailors Holiday"
business meeting was held. Copies of
March 14—"Charley's Aunt"
The High Road were distributed to
March 16—"Big Money" Eddie Quillen
the members. The new members who
March 17—"Madame Satan"
were present each gave a short speech
March 18—"Africa Speaks"
telling what he expected to get out of
the Council and what he could do to
help carry on the work. The Council
discussed the Student Volunteer Conference at Coker College, and gave
some friendly advice to Nuesner, Perry,
and Clayton, the three delegates from
the Freshman Council.
Sunday, March, 15
The meeting was closed with a
Methodist Church. J. Owen Smith,
pastor.
word i of prayer by L. O. Clayton.
Sermon Theme: "Grace and Giving"
--A busy man never has time to tell
Presbyterian Church. Sydney J. L.
how much work he does
Crouch, Pastor.
Sermon
theme: "Peter's
Denial.
Yop cannot kill time without injur- Whom did Peter harm the more, Christ
or himself?"
ing eternity.

WITH THE CHURCHES

(

DROP in at the campus restaurant and order
a bowl of Kellogg's Corn Flakes and milk or
cream. Add some fruit, if you like.

The most popular cereals
served in the dining-rooms of
American colleges, eating clubs
and fraternities are made by
Kellogg in Battle Creek. They
include ALL-BRAN, PEP Bran
Flakes, Rice Krispies, Wheat
Krumbles, and Kellogg'sWHOLE
WHEAT Biscuit. Also Kaffee
Hag Coffee —the coffee that
lets you sleep.

CORN FLAKES
You'll enjoy Kellogg's Slumber Music,
broadcast over WJZ and associated
stations of the N. B. C. every Sunday
evening at 10.30 E. S. T. Also KFI
Los Angeles, KOMO Seattle at 10.00,
and KOA Denver at 10.30.
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"You can't tell how faT a couple
has gone by looking at the speedometer.

Guest: "Waiter, there's a fly in
my ice cream."
Waiter: "Let him freeze, and teach
him a lesson."

"We see in the papers that a man
was crushed in the subway in New
Father: "And what is your ambiYork last Saturday. The notice went tion?"
on to state that he had been the
Fred Cochran: "I ain't got any. 1
.packer of sardines.
just want to be Vice-president."
Boy (to girl at table)—Say, Honey,
Boss: "Well, did you read the letwhat part of the chicken do you like
ter I sent you?"
best?
Office Boy: "Yes sir. I read it
Girl—Oh I like neck best.
Boy—Well this is no place for inside and outside. On the inside it
And on the
that but I'll see if I can't fix you up said, "you're fired."
outside
it
said,
"Return
in five days."
later.
—The Indian
"Some of these guys who look as
tho they are trying to do a Marathon
Rev. Crouch: "I never knew until
dance with one girl, are just stuck I got a car that profanity was so premost of the time."
valent."
Cadet: "Do you hear much of it on
Dr.
(Lord) Collings: "Since I the road?"
Rev. Crouch: "Why nearly everybought a car I don't have to walk to
body I bump into swears deradfully."
the bank to make my deposits."
Bowen: "Oh! You ride there."
Dr. Collings: "No, I don't make
Maid: "A woman with a man outside, mam.
any."
Lady of House: "Tell her I will
A reporter turned in an item about take him."
Jimmie Brown, the boy who was
burned on the West End by a live
Jim Graves: "Prof.
Godfrey, is
some stingy, isn't he?"
■wire.
"Which is the West End of a boy?"
S. T. McDowell: "I don't know7 is
he?"
Sarcastically inquired his boss.
"The end the son sets on, of course,"
Jim Graves: "Why man he is so
stingy that when he gets ready to
replied the witty reporter."
turn over in bed he gets up and walks
Jimmie (gazing at wedding picture:) around to keep from wearing out the
'"Mother, why were you all dressed in sheets—Then counts the vibrations of
the spring to see just how bad they
-'white "
Mother: "Because mother was happy, are wearing the mattress.
Miear."
Jimmie : "But papa has a black
?"
suit on. Wasn't he
Mother (interrupting)-: "Don't you
know it's past your bed time. Now
don't let me speak to you again."

WEDNESDAY

V. A. Long: "Father, I've a notion enjoyable program this week. G. W.
to settle down and go in the chicken Lee gave a few selected readings;
business."
O. H. Green rendered several poems;
Father: "Better try owls. Their Gilbert was jester for the night and
hours would suit you better."
read the recent jokes; and Latham
furnished the music for the evening;
Barber: "Shall I cut your hair altogether, those on the program renclose?"
dered a most enjoyable evening.
Co-ed: "No-—stand off as far as
possible."
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
CLUB
Sweet Young Tihng: "Young man,
either remove your arm from around
The Agricultural Economics Club
my waist or quit moving it—Im no
banjo."
held its first regular meeting of the
semester on Monday, March 2. Professor Guinn made a short talk to the
Club on a recent paper that is of
much interest to college men. The
CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
Club is looking forward to resuming
its regular meetings, and plans to have
The Calhoun Literary Society held some very interesting ones.
its first meeting since the quarantine
Monday night, March 9. No program
AERO CLUB
was rendered, as the time was given
over to the election of officers for
The Aero Club held a short busithe next term. The following officers ness meeting Wednesday night. It was
were elected: G. T. Bryson, president; decided to allow anyone else who is
D. H. Rogers, vice-president; H. L. sufficiently interested in aeronautics
Wyant, recording secretary; F. D. Mar- and flying to become a member of
tin, corresponding secretary; D. H. club upon consent of the charter memRogers, 1st critic; R. H. Hughes, 2nd bers. The members are looking forcritic; and H. C. Woodson, chaplain.
ward to flying a plane of their own
Rogers, as retiring president, made within a short while.
a short talk and then gave the oath
of office to the new officers. Bryson,
TAU BETA PI
the incoming president, made a short
address and then appointed a program
The Tau Beta Pi met in Riggs
committee. It is urged that all mem- Hall Tuesday night, and a number of
bers attend the meetings every Mon- business details were discussed. The
day night, for good programs are quarantine has prevented a meeting beassured.
fore this week, but regular meetings
are to be resumed.
The fraternity voted on several
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY Alumni as candidates for membership.
They are T. S. Gandy, '03; F. S. JerThe Palmetto Literary Society met vey; '14, T. M. Hunter, '09; H. I.
Thursday night in the Society hall. Sanders, '28; E. M. Long, '27; and
This being the first meeting since the S. B. Earle.
restrictions of the quarantine, some
The revised by-laws were read betime was given over to reorganizing. fore the chapter, and a vote of conThe members were given an especially firmation is to be taken on them at the

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

He (coming to preacher on Monday) : "I want you to pray for my
kidneys."
Preacher: "I can't do that."
He: "Sure you can. Didn't you pray
for loose livers last Sunday?"
"I'll never go fishing
again."
"Why not?"
"He just fished."

with

MARCH,

REV A. S. LAWRENCE IS
EPISCOPAL SPEAKER
Rev. Frank Dean Had Large
Congregation Last Week
Last Wednesday night, March 4,
Rev. Frank Dean preached at the
Episcopal church to a congregation of
campus folks and cadets. Tonight at 7:3o
the preacher is to be Rev. A.S. Lawrence, Rector of the Chapel of the Holy
Cross.at Chapel Hil.
The Episcopal church here is trying
to make this a "Lent of Prayer", with
attention being centered on the value
and reality of prayer in actual life.
Mr. Lawrence is able to give out of his
several years of experience with college
students.and his contacts with them as
a referee and starter of track meets, the
value and reality of prayer to students
as he has seen them.
An opportunity for the discussion of
any questions is afforded in a meeting
at the Parish house before the service.
There will be light refreshments for
those who come immediately after retreat. Music will be furnished by the
Episcopal choir.
We know a fellow who told his
girl that she was so pretty that St.
Peter could use her picture in doing
publicity work for the angels.
"Father, what's that bottle for?"
"Sickness, my child."
"It made you pretty sick last night
didn't it, Father?"

Which is wider, the gate or the
Solicitor: "Will you give a dime to
irelp the old ladies home?"
Drunk: "Are they out again?"
. First Drunk: "Shay, Who's following me?"
Second Drunk: "No one. That's
your shadow."
First Drunk: "Well, what do they
■want?"
Two blackmailers addressed a letter
to a wealthy merchant saying that he
«nust pay $2000 or his wife would be
"kidnapped. By mistake the. letter was
delivered to a poor bricklayer who
answered: "I ain't got a cent, but I
■sure am interested in your proposition."
"Such petting I never dreamed of
in my wildest moments."
"No, in your wildest moments you
don't have to dream of it."

opening? Maybe your eyes
fooled you that time.

YOUR EYES MAY FOOL YOU
BUT

YOUR TASTE

tells the Truth!

She: "So you think I have the
*iicest form in town?"
Cadet: "Sure, I knows a good thing
■when I seize it."
She: "You're some necker. Don't
any of your gal friends ever tell you
to stop "
Avery Webb: "Sure, every time we
come to a lonely road."

MILDER...AND
BETTER TASTE

Co-ed: "Oh, darling, it thrills me
to know you love me so much How
•.can you live without me?"
Ed: "Cheaper."
Joe: "May I present my wife" ?
Sam: "No thanks, I have one of
•my own."
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next meeting. Rentz, Hoffman, Douglas, and Patterson were apointed as
committeemen to investigate possible
changes in the present system of determining candidates for the fraternity
Another item of interest which was
discussed was a dance which is to be
held soon.

?
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fcThe Woman's Missionary society of
the Episcopal auxiliary met with Mrs.
^■B. Elmore Monday afternoon; the
Metliodist auxiliary met at the club
room of the church; the Presbyterian
^Hiliary
met
with Mrs.
Sidney
^^ftich.
The Baptist Missionary society observed the week of prayer^
meeting Monday afternoon with Mrs.
F. H. Clinkscales|.
7<.t
KTuesday afternoon with Mrs. E. W.
Sikes and Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. H. H. Willis, the leaders were
■rs. G. H. Collings, Mrs. H. H. Willis
and Mrs. David Watson.
■ Mrs. John Smithers of Huntsville,
'ETexas, and Mrs. John Klugh of Atlanta, Ga., have gone to their homes
Rafter a visit of several days to Mrs.
G. Gee.
Miss Edith Pollard of Auburn, N.
Y. visited her brother, Dr. F. H. Pollard, recently.
Miss Rosa Evans of Winthrop college is Spending the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Evans,
Miss Jean Rogers, Miss Mary Stackhouse and Miss Helen Oliver from
Winthrop accompanied
Miss
Evans
home.
Mrs. Luther Roberts of Pulaski, Va.,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. I.
Crowther.
Mrs. W. Z. Linton is spending this
week with her parents, Prof, and Mrs.
C. C. Newman.
Mrs. R. S. Howard and little son,
of Jonesville, are the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Sloan.
Dr. D. W. Daniel was the speaker
last week at the annual dinner of the
Merchants' association in Raleigh, N. C.

MdNTYRE EXPRESSE
FIRSTJMPRESSIONS
As Clemson men are usually prone
to travel very much in pursuing their
various vocations after being graduated,
it is probable that the following views
and first impressions contributed by
that celebrity, O. O. Mclntyre, may be
cjuite interesting and helpful in choosing places to settle down for a most
successful business career.
"Every city,, no matter how small or
how large," points out Mclntyre, "has
color—a definite personality. So here
are a group of American cities I know
fairly well and the staccato impressions
they left with me.
"San Francisco: The sun-down view
of the harbor from Telegraph Hill and
the sudden fogs at three in the afternoon. The most beautiful of all city
halls and
its fashion plate
chief,
Jimmy Rolph, Jr., who has been mayor
for more than twenty-five years."
"Hollywood: In a butcher shop an
autographed photo of a movie star,
reading, 'I love your meat'! The Elite
Cafe featuring 'Wednesday Bargain
Lunch,' Winnie
Sheehan's perfectly
equipped talkie theater in the basement
of his home. Tom Mix's block long
swimming pool that can be emptied
in a jiffy by a push button from his
bedside to foil the after midnight
bathing crashers.
"Butte:
An old Western motion
picture in real life—the most wide
open spot in America and yet strangely
peaceful.
Gambling houses flush on
the street. Few murders or robberies.
The pungent smell from the mines.
A place that somehow frightens you
and yet a place you feel you might
wish to live in.
"Palm Beach; The before luncheon
cocktail parties. The before
dinner
cocktail parties. The after dinner highhall parties. The crowd at Bradley's
gambling casino—and the women vultures who stand around tables and
grab your chips when you win. Young
New York counter jumpers posing as
Vanderbilts for a single week. Heywood Broun in a bathing suit.
"Houston: One of the most hospitable cities in America. Old Belmont
toddies with Major Raymond Dickson
and that picturesque cattleman, Bassett
Blakely—a wit who excels even Will
Rogers. Irving Cobb's beautiful resi-

dential plot at River Oaks. Texas men
Johnny, what do you mean by
who give you a bear hug if they like coming to school like that? Your hair
you and shoot from both hips if they is disgraceful.
don't.
No comb Miss.
"New Orleans: The cribs from which
Can't you use your fathers comb?
painted ladies used to beckon.
The
No hair.
colorful levee and the side-wheelers.
Roustabouts crooning to the plunk of
Customer—Look here you tried to
banjos. The hackmen who have lifted put one over on me yesterday.
hacking to a profession. The ancient
Dixie store Manager—How?
cathedrals and the dolorous chimes.
Customer—You sold me wormy
Open love-making such as you see in lettuce, when you know I am a strict
the Paris Bois. Oysters on hot sands vegetarian.
at Antoines. The stone worn thin by
Visitor— Well, Joe how do you like
absinthe drips at the Old Absinthe
House. Cheap living—but always ro- your new little sister?
Joe—Oh, she's all right, I guess;
mantic.
"New York:
It is a champagne but there are lots of things we needed
bowl of roses with cruel thorns under- worse.
neath.
A highball and a headache.
Those girls look exactely alike, are
Its Fifth Avenue has more glamour
than all the famed streets of the old they twins?
Oh no. They merely went to the
world rolled into one. There are no
restaurants offering more expert cuis- same plastic surgeon.
ine.
Nor are there ladies anywhere
It must be awful to be a debt collectmore beautiful and virtuous or none
so viciously wicked. Such is the warp or. You must be unwelcome wherever
and woof of New York and if it some- you go.
On the contrary, practically everyhow doesn't get into your blood, there
body asks me to call again.
is no romance left in your withering
soul."
Prof. Ritchie—I saw a baby today
that gained ten pounds in two weeks on
elephants milk.
Bob Jones—Whose baby was it?
Mary: "So your husband is in the
Prof. Ritchie—The elephants.
hospital, I thought he was just off
on a holiday."
Deacon—When 1
came out of
Jane (with pride) : "He was but
church Sunday I found my horse sound
I interrupted him."
asleep.
Cadet—Why, he couldn't hear the
Judge: "Your wife accused you of
sermon out there, could he?
terrorizing her."
Prisoner : "Well your honor—."
Judge: "Stop- What I want to know
as man to man, how do you do it?'
Sleepy: Boulware: "I'd face death
for you, dear."
Girl (at Lander) : "Why did you
run from that dog?"
Sleepy Boulware: "It wasn't dead."
Father:
note from
Willie:
a quarter
mother."

"Well, Willie, I received a
your teacher today."
"Is that so? "
"Give me
and I wont breathe it to

In every
college town there
is one outstanding
smoking
tobacco

"Are those eggs fresh ?"
"Madam, if you'll step
phone and call up my
you will hear the cackle
tha tlaid those eggs."

"He was painting his house yesterday arid fell off the ladder into a
barrel of turpentine.'
"Was he hurt?"
"Don't know. They havent caught
him yet."
According to what one of our most
prominent profs says, the only way
to make sme cadets undertsand anything is as follows:
1. Tell him what you are going to
say.
2. Say it.
3. Summarize it
4. Write him a letter.

At Illinois it's <*>
ALONG Green Street, where
■£*- campus leaders stroll ... in
the great slate-roofed fraternity
houses of Champaign . . . there is
one pipe tobacco which always rolls
up the biggest vote. At Illinois it's
Edgeworth, every time.
A pipe—Edgeworth. That is the
smoking combination which has
won the college man. Harvard,
Cornell, Michigan, Stanford, Dartmouth — all agree with Illinois.
Natural merit has made Edgeworth
the favorite tobacco in America's
leading colleges and universities.
College men everywhere respond
to the appeal of pipes—packed with
cool, slow-burning Edgeworth. Be
guided by their verdict: try Edgeworth yourself. Find it at your
nearest tobacco shop—15jS the tin.
Or, for generous free sample, address: Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S.
22d St., Richmond, Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO

1st: "Look at the tricycle."
2nd: "'Sh not a tricycle. 'S a bicycle."
1st:: "Gwan, it's got four wheels,
ain't it?"
There Ain't No Justice
If you answer questions briefly, you
don't know your stuff: if you say a
great deal you're bluffing.
If you go to class, the lecture is
dull; if you don't, the prof calls the
roll or springs an exam.

Lawyer—Why do you want a divorce?
Movie Mae—Oh, I am just crazy to
have another wedding.
Autoist (to pedestrian he's just run
over)—Here's a ten spot. I'll give you
more later.
Victim—What the idea? I do not

choose to be run over on the installment plan.
One Chauffeur: "I get rattled when
I see a college girl cross the street."
Second: "So do I. They wear BO
many pins that if you hit one, it's a
sure puncture."
The new schoolmaster spied the
three-legged stool.
"Is this the dunce block?" he asked
a pretty child.
"I guess so," said she with a lisp.
"That's where the teacher sits."

Since the Post Office robbery the other day, the college has had to put
a larger padlock on the old familiar cannon to keep Chief Allison from
pulling it around with him at night.

Again
people talk excitedly of
!—//
//1
Burning Air'

Thus was ushered in the era of gas illumination. It lasted for 75 years. Then
electricity stole the field and the gas giant
dozed through a quarter century, used
chiefly tor kitchen cookery.

Prof. Morgan: "Why don't chickens'
lay eggs at night?"
J. Bramlett: "Because at night they
are all roosters."

Customer:
Merchant:
over to the
poultry farm
of the hens

Mary—That boy friend you're stepping out with now certainly has
a double past.
Jane—Maybe so, but he never calls
without bringing a wonderful present.

When a public display of gas lighting
was given in London in 1802 to celebrate
the Peace of Amiens, people talked excitedly of burning air. Napoleon called it
a grand folly, and Sir Walter Scott wrote
that the world was going mad.

Prof. Godfrey: "Have you seen one
of those instruments that can tell when
a man is lying?"
Prof. Reid: "Seen one! I married
one."

W. Fridy: "Waiter, didn't you tell
me this was chicken soup ?"
Waiter: "Yes, sir."
W. Fridy: "Why there isn't a bit
of chicken in it."
Waiter: "No, sir and there ain't
no dog in dog biscuit."
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Edgeworth is a
blend of fine old burleys, with its natural savor enhanced
by Edgeworth's distinctive " eleventh
process." Buy Edgeworth anywhere in
two forms—"ReadyRubbed" and" Plug
Slice."All sizes, 15&
pocket package to
pound humidor tin.

Now it reawakens in a changed world, to
new possibilities, greater opportunities.
Eighty thousand miles of pipe lines already laid, extensively equipped with
Crane valves and fittings, prove that the
old problem of transportation is solved.
Pipe lines crisscrossing the country as
numerously as electric power ones are
freely predicted.
What has brought this second greater
gas era? The answer is: piping materials.
Thanks to these, gas men can say for the
first time that they are able to pipe gas in
enormous quantities from Amarillo gas
fields to Chicago, from isolated natural
gas fields to users everywhere.
No matter what field of engineering you
take up on graduation, you will find it£
future and its growth interwoven with the
development of piping materials. And,
as in the past this development has, time
after time, been first reflected in the complete Crane line, it will pay you to keep
in touch with Crane research and Crane
materials.

iCRAN E<
PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL
STEAM. LIQUIDS, OIL. GAS. CHEMICALS

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET

Branches and Sales OJfices in One Hundred and Ninety-six Cities
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SPORTS

LINEBERGER SHINES AT S. C. MEET

DI^IELETS
DOTE
5HJPWIfcCI(J(EI_LY
TARHEEL INDOOR MEET
The second annual indoor meet staged in the "Tin Can"
at the University of North Carolina the past weekend reflected
considerable credit upon the shoulders of the Tarheels in respect to the excellent manner that the meet was conducted.
The North Carolinians not only demonstrated their managerial
ability, but also their athletic prowess in annexing both the
varsity and freshmen championships of the Southern Conference. Not merely satisfied with winning, the Carolina speedsters shoved their running gears into high and went ahead to
establish new records in the pole vault, mile relay, and the
mile run.
CONTESTANTS AND RESULTS
The Tarheels really had a grand
frolic. They compiled a total of 37.2
points, or more than double the score
of Washington and Lee, the next best
team, who won the meet last year. The
Carolina freshmen romped away with
the yearling events by scoring twenty
five points, and Washington and Lee
again won second honors with nine
points.
There were twelve teams
entered in the varsity events: North
Carolina, Alabama, Georgia,
Duke,
Tulane, Auburn, North Carolina State,
Virginia, Georgia Tech, Clemson, V.
P. I., and South Carolina, who finished
in order named, with the exception
of Duke and Georgia who tied for
fourth place.
LINEBERGER PLACES
"Chick" Lineberger, who has been
training very unostentaciously for the
event for the past two months, swept
down like a wolf on the fold, and ran
a great race to take second in the
mile event, a race which had many
notables in the field.
Unheralded, unaccompanied, and unannounced, "Chick," the greatest miler
ever to grace a Clemson cinderpath,
took his place among the field of starters, and ultimately trotted his way to
second place, only a few paces behind
Jenson, of North Carolina, who sliced
seven seconds off the former record
to win first honors.
Lineberger, a senior, is captain of
the Tiger track and field men, and will
endeavor this year to break the South
Carolina record for the mile run which
he himself established two years ago.
FRATERNITIES AND ATHLETICS
Vanderbilt, Georgia Tech, and numerous other schools over the country have
all heard the charges that fraternities
have been detrimental to the advancement of athletics. If they have not,
and fraternities exist there, the ominleus rumbling of such accusations is
inevitable.
However, the Blue Keys at the
University of Florida seem to work
in perfect harmony with its athletic
organizations. They manfully manifested their allegiance and fraternal
attitude • very forcefully only recently
when they subscribed and loaned a
sum of money sufficient to carry the
Gator mittmen to the Southern Conference boxing joust which was recently held in Charlottesville, Virginia.
The frat men made possible the
trip—without them the pugs would
have retired immediately to moonlight
nights, balmy breezes, and co-eds, but
as it was, they gathered up the money,
sent them off, and were soon rewarded
with a championship in two weights.
The spirit of the Florida Blue Keys
is exceptionally noteworthy, and they
deserve a world of praise. College
athletics would be a much higher
plane if a few other lingerie-loving
lounge-lizard type of frats would follow their example instead of indulging
in their usual Bohemian type of amusements.

WEDNESDAY

SASSE'S TOUR
Major Ralph Sasse, head coach at
West Point, has been making a tour
among some of the principal southern
colleges for the past week to study
football and football tactics as it is
played in these parts. Possibly he was
moved to this point following the
statement made by Knute Rockne several
weeks ago relative to the hardiness of
the southerners and westerners in the
pigskin game as compared with their
eastern rivals.
He viewed practice session at Georgia Tech, and according to information received he was exceedingly gratified at the earnestness and sincerity
which the men displayed.
Major Sasse declared that he was
an ardent admirer of Dan McGugin,
at Vanderbilt, and would stop over with
him for a day or so.
Rockne was also an interested spectator at the time. However, he was
not there entirely in the interest of
football. The Scandinavian producer of
champions was acting as one of the
chief speakers at a large business meeting, and proved to a crowd of eager
listeners that he was just as good an
orator as he was a coach.
MIDGET BASKETBALL
Clemson's first edition of a no
pound basketball team made its debut
last Friday night against a fast working little quintet from the Asheville
Y. M. C. A., but were snowed under
by a 35-19 score on the foreign court.
The midgets were scheduled to play in
recent no pound staged in Greenville,
but they were withheld on account of
the quarantine. Captain Heffner and
Cadet Freddie Kirchner are teaching
the fundamentals
to the
dimutive
courtsters, and declare their proteges
to be improving rapidly.
Putting out such an Organization is
an excellent plan. The results of their
efforts may not have shown in the
victory column, but the drill they receive now will serve them in good
stead when they get ready for varsity
competition.
Charleston won the
southern championship four straight
years, and now some of the graduates
of those teams are the star performers
on college and independent teams
throughout the state.

TRACK TEAM HOLDS
FIRST PRELIMINARIES
The first trials of the track team
for this season were held last Thursday afternoon on the cinder track
of the athletic field. This was the
first opportunity that Coach Carson
has had to see his men in action; the
results were very encouraging and
showed bright prospects for a successful season. Most of the times were
slow due to the fact that the track
was in poor condition. Adams, finishing first in the four-forty, made very

good time; his time was fifty-four seconds. This was the best time made
during the trials. Kelly finished first
in the two-twenty yard dash, Gilbert
was second. Kelly and Thompson are
the two most promising dash men, and
the responsibility of making these
places falls on their shoulders. The
brightest prospects for the four-forty
are Adams, Kitchens, and McCutcheon.
Hogarth and Huckabee finished first
and second respectively in the half-mile
They will meet with some fast men in
this state but with much work should
be able to win honors in this event.
Captain Lineberger, Webb, and Fulmer
are the milers this season. Webb and
Fulmer finished first and second. The
two-mile event was done by Ellis, Cannon, and Bouleware. All these men
are good and are in fine condition;
there will, no doubt, be quite a light
for the privilege of running this event.
No trials were held in the field events
or hurdles. Coin, Vance, Wilson, and
Morris are the weight men; Patterson
and Ellis, the javelin; Rivers and
Adams, broad jump; Thompson, high
jump; and Ferguson, Rowell, Cannon,
H. F., and Waite, pole-vault. Blakeney
and Pollard are booked for the high
hurdles, and Whitmire, Wiggins, and
Studemire for the low hurdles. From
these men, Coach Carson no doubt
will develop a very fast team.
Contrary to past practice, the "Rats"
were asked to join the varsity practices,
some of these freshmen look very good.
"Rat" Stephens ran the 100-yard dash
in 10.7 seconds while the varsity time
was 10.8 seconds. Several other "New
Boys" showed up good, also. It looks
like Clemson will have a winning freshman relay team this year.
Due to the early start, the team is
in wonderful condition but there is
still much to be done. Beginning this
week, rigid training rules must be followed, week-end leaves for the team
will not be allowed, and training tables
will be set for them.
From the appearance of the squad
at the present time, everything points
to a very successful season. Coach
Carson, although not expressing his belief in so many words, confidently expects to recover the state championship from P. C. who won the honors
last year.

GOLF TEAM REGINS
REGDLAR PRACTICE
Elimination Tournament to Be
Held Soon
On Thursday evening, March 5, the
nucleus of a Clemson College Golf
Team was formed and practice was
started Friday afternoon. At this
meeting only eight men were present;
nevertheless, the important matter of
tournaments with several southern colleges was discussed.
Mr. Littlejohn the college business
manager has given the team permission
to hold an elimination tournament on
the college course. The six players
having the lowest scores will be allowed a special membership in the
Clemson College Country Club at reduced rates. Four of the six members will play in the inter-collegiate
matches. Freshmen will be allowed to
play in the non-conference contests, and
it is hoped that a large number will
turn out for parctice.
A match with Emory has been arranged for April 15, in Atlanta. Last
year Clemson played both Emory and
University of Georgia in Atlanta, and
team members still talk about the fine
sportsmanship shown by tTiese two colleges. Furman vanquished the Tigers
in one match last year, but the Bengals
won the second. Clemson also won
two matches with P. C.
Up until last year golf was not very
popular at Clemson, but now more and
more men have caught "the bug," and
may be seen chasing the little white
pills over fairway and green.
The athletic council is going to
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finance a golf team next year and fast rounded into shape by Cadet CS
block "C"s for a 'minor sport will, in nel Newman and other members]
all portability, be awarded.
last year's platoon, and despite
fact that the number of candidates ]
so far been rather limited, the
unit is looking good.
The time for Spring Inspectioifl
drawing closer and closer, and .9
platoon is being put through praS
drill at a faster rate than would h9
Competition for Place in Pla- been necessary if it had been organiB
sooner, but the individual effort al
toon Grows Keener
spirit shown by the Juniors has bee
In spite of old King Winter's stren- such as to more than compensate fo
uous efforts to make his dying days any previous loss of time. However^
ones to be remembered for many days since the competition at camp is gefl
to come, the ardor of those Juniors ting closer and closer each summeM
who have been wielding Springfields there is plenty of hard work ahead lorn
every afternoon on the small parade those who are trying out for thBj
y
ground has not been dampened in the platoon, and every Junior who is cap
able
of
crack
drilling
is
needed.
least. The Junior Platoon is being

JUNIOR PLATOON
SHOWS UP WELL

Unusual opportunities for men who wish to enter
the life insurance field
Old line insurance with low cost guaranteed—
not estimated

SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Organized 1905
C. O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Building
.-:-:Greenville, S. C

Capital, Surplus and Reserves for protection of
policyholders over four million dollars.
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TWO WEEKS AND THEN SPRING HOLIDAYS
GET a new suit, Sport Shoes, New Hat, Bright Tie,
and Fancy Socks from

Hoke Sloan
NEW SPRING GOODS AT GOOD PRICES
Juniors and Seniors, Use your ROTC Credit for the
Holidays
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SODA

CIGARS
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

3oe Sloan's
We Are Always Glad To See You

CANDY

COLLEGE SUPPLIES

